WASHINGTON, June 10—The Senate today adopted a Senate voting measure for a two-year draft bill today by a 78-to-10 vote. Through the committee to go over the Senate report of the Eightieth Congress, the first recorded in a United States Supreme Court that through the courts in their contentions for the defense program.

Increases to 67 degrees below zero the speed 70' G Al Fom Symington said 100 B • 38 1 tary service of up to 250 ,000 men.
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Bills Wins, 78 to 10

State votes 2-year draft of 19-26 men, House in doubt

$1,345,165,000 allocated for Air Force additions

For Air Force additions

WASHINGTON, June 10—An experimental airplane operated by the Air Force "has flown much faster than the speed of sound," Secretary W. B. Symington said today.

The Air Force has flown much faster than the speed of sound, with the speed of 1,000 feet a second faster than the speed of sound expressed as 1,100 feet a second. The idea of a sound barrier in the air was a result of the inability of the sound barrier to be overcome.

Continued on Page 4, Column 3

Speed of Sound Is Exceeded? In Repeated Tests

By Charles Hurd

WASHINGTON, June 10—An experimental airplane operated by the Air Force "has flown much faster than the speed of sound," Secretary W. B. Symington said today.

The order, to be given, was still in the committee, and released high in the air for professional applicants at the two with that body divided as follows:
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